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Will the Music Industry Continue to Win Its 
Copyright Battle Against ISPs?
J. Alexander Lawrence

For the last 20 years, the music industry has been in 
a pitched battle to combat unauthorized down-

loading of music. Initially, the industry focused on 
filing lawsuits to shut down services that offered 
peer-to-peer or similar platforms, such as Napster,1 
Aimster,2 and Grokster.3

For a time, the industry started filing claims against 
individual infringers to dissuade others from engaging 
in similar conduct.

Recently, the industry has shifted gears and has 
begun to focus on internet service providers (“ISPs”), 
which provide internet connectivity to their users. So 
far, with one $25 million verdict and one $1 billion 
verdict against ISPs, the campaign has been a resound-
ing success for the music industry.

ISPs AS TARGETS
The industry’s opening salvo against ISPs 

was launched in 2014 when BMG sued Cox 
Communications,4 an ISP with over three mil-
lion subscribers. BMG’s allegations were relatively 

straightforward. BMG alleged that Cox’s subscrib-
ers are engaged in rampant unauthorized copying of 
musical works using Cox’s internet service, and Cox 
did not do enough to stop it.

While the Digital Millennium Copyright Act 
(“DMCA”) provides safe harbors if an ISP takes 
appropriate action against “repeat infringers,” BMG 
alleged that Cox could not avail itself of this safe har-
bor based on its failure to police its subscribers.

In December 2015, the BMG v. Cox case went to 
the jury and resulted in a verdict in favor of BMG. 
The jury found that Cox’s subscribers had used its 
service to infringe copyrighted works, and while the 
jury held that Cox was not liable under a theory of 
vicarious liability, it was liable under a theory of con-
tributory infringement for the acts of its subscribers. 
The jury awarded $25 million in statutory damages 
to BMG.

With the playbook in hand, the music industry has 
sought to replicate BMG’s success in the Cox case. 
Record labels have filed a number of additional cases 
against ISPs alleging they are secondarily liable for 
the direct copyright infringement of their subscrib-
ers under both contributory and vicarious liability 
theories.

• In April 2017, a number of record labels filed an 
action against Grande Communications, a Texas 
based ISP, in the Western District of Texas.5 The 
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case is currently scheduled for a jury trial in 
September 2020.

• In July 2018, a number of record labels (exclud-
ing BMG, which had already prevailed against 
Cox) filed a follow-on case against Cox in the 
Eastern District of Virginia based on their own 
copyrights.6 In late 2019, the case went to the 
jury which returned a verdict for $1 billion in 
statutory damages. The district court is currently 
considering post-trial briefing for remittitur and 
a new trial.

• In March 2019, a number of record labels filed 
an action in the District of Colorado against 
Charter Communications,7 one of the largest 
ISPs in the United States, with more than 22 
million subscribers. The case is currently sched-
uled for a jury trial in November 2020.

• In March 2019, a number of record labels also 
filed an action in the Middle District of Florida 
against Bright House Networks LLC,8 which is 
now a subsidiary of Charter but was previously 
one of the top 10 ISPs in the country. The case is 
currently scheduled for a jury trial in early 2021.

• In August 2019, a number of record labels filed 
an action in the District of New Jersey against 
RCN,9 which is a smaller ISP that provides inter-
net services to customers throughout a number 
of major metropolitan regions in the United 
States, including New York, Chicago, Boston, 
Philadelphia, and Washington D.C. RCN has not 
yet responded to the complaint, and no trial date 
has been set

VICARIOUS LIABILITY
While so far the music industry has been quite 

successful in these cases, the industry has not always 
been successful in establishing vicarious liability.

In addition to evidence of direct infringement 
by the subscriber, vicarious infringement would 
require establishing that the ISP has: (1) the right 
and ability to supervise the infringing activity, and 
(2) a direct financial interest in the activity.

In these ISP cases, the direct financial interest 
factor would be the more difficult factor to establish 
in that ISPs charge infringing and non-infringing 
subscribers the same amount for the service.

Although BMG prevailed in the BMG v. Cox 
case, the jury rejected BMG’s vicarious infringe-
ment claim. Post-trial, BMG moved for judgment 
as a matter of law on its vicarious infringement 
claim, and while upholding BMG’s overall win, the 
district court rejected BMG’s motion for judgment 
as a matter of law on that claim. The district court 
held there was substantial evidence supporting the 
jury’s finding that Cox did not have “an obvious and 
direct financial interest” in the infringing activity.10

In the UMG v. Grande Communications case, the 
district court dismissed the record labels’ vicarious 
infringement claim, holding they had “failed to 
plead facts showing that Grande receives a direct 
financial benefit from its subscribers’ infringing 
conduct.”11

In the Sony v. Cox case, Cox moved for summary 
judgment on the record labels’ vicarious infringe-
ment claims, but the district court let the vicarious 
infringement claim go to the jury, which returned 
a $1 billion statutory damages award on both con-
tributory and vicarious infringement. The district 
court is currently considering post-trial briefing for 
remittitur and a new trial.

In both the Warner Bros. v. Charter and the UMG v. 
Bright House cases, the defendant ISPs filed motions 
to dismiss the record labels’ vicarious infringement 
claims. The Bright House motion to dismiss has 
not been decided, but the magistrate judge recently 
issued a decision on Charter’s motion to dismiss. 
This time, things did not go well for the ISP on the 
vicarious infringement question.

In rejecting Charter’s motion to dismiss, the 
magistrate judge first addressed whether Charter 
has a direct financial interest in the alleged infringe-
ment by its subscribers. Charter argued that the 
subscription fees it charges infringing users consti-
tute only an “indirect benefit” and that “the infring-
ing activity must be more than an ‘added benefit’ to 
a subscription; it must be the attracting factor, the 
‘draw’ for subscribers.” The magistrate judge held 
that the record labels allege that Charter’s “failure 
to stop or take other action in response to notices 
of infringement is a draw to current and prospective 
subscribers to purchase and use [its] internet service 
to ‘pirate’ [the record label’s] copyrighted works.”12

On this basis, the magistrate judge held that the 
record labels had adequately alleged that Charter 
has a direct financial interest in the alleged infringe-
ment by its subscribers.
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With respect to the right and ability to supervise 
the infringing activity, the magistrate judge found 
that the record labels had made a sufficient show-
ing because Charter “can stop or limit the infring-
ing conduct by terminating its subscribers’ internet 
access.”

It is notable that the Charter decision is at the 
motion to dismiss stage where the required show-
ing is low. It is a magistrate judge’s decision, and the 
plaintiffs have filed an amended complaint giving 
Charter another opportunity to brief the issue, so 
it will be subject to review again by the magistrate 
and ultimately the district court.

Thus, Charter may still prevail on the motion 
to dismiss, obtain dismissal of the vicarious liability 
claim on summary judgment after discovery, or per-
haps ultimately prevail at trial.

Also, Charter may be able to establish that it is 
subject to the DMCA safe harbor and thus avoid 
a damage award altogether. Nonetheless, the deci-
sion is still a notable victory in the music industry’s 
ongoing battle with ISPs.

With so many cases pending, we will see 
whether the music industry continues to prevail in 
its effort to hold ISPs liable for their subscribers’ 
infringement.
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